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Specifications

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS: 38 x 3.7 x 0.87 inches

ITEM WEIGHT : 7 ounces

BATTERIES: 1 Lithium Polymer batteries

STYLE Modern

COMPATIBLE DEVICES: Smartphone

DISPLAY TYPE: LCD

OPERATING SYSTEM: Android,Ios

CONNECTIVITY TECHNOLOGY: Bluetooth

BRAND: Zhizhi

Introduction

Smartwatch is a wearable computer that closely resembles a wristwatch or other timepiece is called a
smartwatch. Many smartwatches are Bluetooth-capable and can tell the time. The watch transforms into a
wireless Bluetooth adaptor that may bring the features of the wearer’s smartphone to the timepiece.

Features

1. 28″ HD Full Touch Screen, Stylish and Simple Appearance. Simple Control using the Touchscreen’s Sensitivity.

2. Smartwatch with Bluetooth Call. You may hear talks on your phone clearly and crisply thanks to the

microphone.

3. Remote photography and control of music

4. A watch with a pedometer that shows steps, calories, distance, and heart rate.

5. A total of 24 Multi-Sport Modes (walking, running, cycling, Basketball)

6. Heart rate, blood pressure, and blood oxygen levels are continuously monitored for 24 hours.



7. Sleep Monitor Watch: Automatically track and evaluate your nighttime sleeping patterns.

8. Intelligent Informational Reminder (Can not reply it)

9. Water Resistant IP68. (Avoid taking a shower while wearing the watch; water vapour could get inside and hurt

the battery.)

10. Brightness Modification, Find the watch, the phone, and the weather.

Big screen fitness tracker with 24 sport modes

Here is the best sports smartwatch that is simple to use, regardless of whether you enjoy working out with others
or prefer to concentrate on yourself. To gain a clear picture of your daily workout, this fitness tracker watch will
automatically and correctly measure your full-day steps, calories burned, lengths, kilometer’s walked, and time.

A stylish fitness tracker with a heart rate monitor

With the use of a strong sensor engine and an innovative, self-developed high-precision optical sensor, the
accuracy of data monitoring on health tracker watches has been significantly increased by 23%. You can monitor
recent data changes in the APP and get expert advice on your health state in addition to tracking your body’s
health data with a smartwatch. Learn the dynamics of blood pressure, blood oxygen levels, and heart rate
firsthand to achieve all-around health protection.

Smartwatch Waterproof to IP68

With waterproof technology, you may wash your hands, take a bath, and swim while wearing the fitness watch
and it won’t harm the smart watch. When swimming, you can wear it and record different data.

Full touchscreen fitness tracker with 1.28 inches

Big screen smart watches feature HD touch screens and soft, permeable bands, which make them incredibly easy
to wear and stylish on both men and women. The watch has vacuum coating on the glass surface to provide a
more scratch- and wear-resistant screen, and the elegant and dynamic curves of the zine alloy body make it
pleasant and light to use. Even elderly seniors can read the font display on the digital watch because it is so clear.
This may provide you a high-quality tactile and visual experience. The color reproduction and saturation on our
screen are better. Do you want to customize the watch face with personal graphics or photos? On a smart watch,
it is now simple to realize. Your casual smart health watch can appear unique by being completely customizable.
You can use an existing image or add your own.

Bluetooth connection for a watch call

Please be aware that this watch has dual Bluetooth (Bluetooth for apps and Bluetooth for answering/dialing).

Tips
Carefully read through the two stages (A and B) for connecting two Bluetooth devices.

A: App’s Bluetooth, the original Bluetooth (GloryFit)

Step 1: Enable your phone’s “Bluetooth” feature.

Step 2: Launch “App Store” or “Google Play”.

Download the “GloryFit” APP by searching for it.

Step 4: Open the APP, select “Please connect device,” then “Select device,” where you should then look for and

bind “S37.”



(If using it for the first time, please charge it completely.)

B:The second Bluetooth connection function (answer/dial)

Step 1: Select the “Call” function icon in the watch’s drop-down menu.

Step 2: Access the “Bluetooth” interface in the phone’s “Settings” menu.

Step 3. Locate “S37-Audio” and link it by clicking.

Step 4: After connecting, you can use the watch to take or make calls whenever you want.

Frequently Asked Questions

Can you text on this object?

No

Does the watch have a touch-screen?

It has a touch screen, yes.

How do I manage the music? size, etc.?

Open “device” on the mobile app, then choose the features you want to use.

Can I take calls on my watch?

You can make and take calls using the watch, yes.

I can’t get my accurate location to show up on the weather.

Yes, precisely.

Are there games on it?

No, it doesn’t have video games on it, but it does have modes for outdoor sports.

Can I choose from a variety of clock faces?

Most definitely! You must first open the app, then select your device, and finally the watch face you want to sync
with your watch.

The watch strap may it be changed?

There are two straps included in the package, so the watch strap can be changed.

How are your texts set up to be read?

The gloryfit app must first be downloaded, paired with your phone, and given access to your messages.

Which charger is it powered by?

It includes a built-in charger that magnetically attaches to the watch.

Can the brightness be changed on the watch?

You can change the brightness, yes.

How do I switch the Zhishi smart watch from C to F?

You must access the app and make the changes there.



Can you send texts using this watch?

Not at all, no.

How can the watch be made to sync?

If you can, give the watch back. If you followed the instructions in the manual and it still doesn’t work, it’s probably
defective.
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